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How it works:

QR 
Code

The unique design of the Invacare Softform Premier Active Cushion features an alternating air 
insert beneath a castellated foam insert. The design of the foam insert follows the same principle 
of the Softform Premier Mattress. The cushion retains its properties as an at risk static cushion, 
but should a patient require stepping up to a dynamic surface, then a discreet pump can be 
fitted to the air insert, transferring the cushion into an alternating surface delivering additional 
levels of pressure relief. When the Active Cushion is accompanied by a dynamic mattress, 
patients can be offered a 24hr support surface.

To step up a 
patient, retract 
the pipes from the 
cushion.

Fit pipes to the 
Active pump.
Turn pump on 
– no additional 
adjustments 
required.

Patient is now 
on an alternating 
surface.

Colour

Compatible with 
Active Mattress 

The cushion uses 
the same pump as 
the Premier Active 
mattress. When both 
products are combined, 
patients are offered a 
24 hr support system 
and continuity of care.

Air insert within Softform Premier Foam

Allows "two up, two down" alternating cycle 
stepping up and down between static and 
dynamic alternating systems.

An innovative static dynamic cushion 

The air insert contained within the Invacare Softform 
Premier Active Cushion allows stepping up and down 
between static and dynamic alternating systems with 
minimum patient disruption. The air cells work on a two 
up, two down function beneath the insert, delivering a 
very low impact at the point of change, thereby delivering 
high levels of comfort in addition to improved pressure 
reduction.

Manufactured to European Standards: Foam: BS 5852: Crib 5; Cover BS7175: Crib 5.

Features and Options

Sensory software 
within the pump can 
gauge patient weight

Pressure can be 
maintained at a 
level appropriate to 
individual patients. 
Fully alarmed in case 
of power failure.

Technical data

For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user manual, 
please see your local Invacare website.

Softform 
Premier Active 
Cushion

Width Length

460 mm 510 mm

Height
Total product 

weight

kg

TOTAL PRODUCT WEIGHT

152 mm 1.5 kg

Max. user 
weight

108 kg

Max. cleaning 
temperature

80°

80°

Warranty

Cover: 12 months 
Foam: 12 months 
Pump: 24 months 

Air Insert: 12 months

Fuchsia




